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The MPLAB® IDE Debug Tool API
INTRODUCTION
In some circumstances, it is either necessary or desirable to use an MPLAB® IDE 
debug tool, such as an in-circuit emulator, from an application other than MPLAB IDE. 
Frequently, this is in an automated test environment, where a testing application 
executes Microchip device code under the control of the debug tool in a prototype 
circuit board. This type of environment requires streamlined, low-level programmatic 
access to the debug tool without the overhead and interference of the MPLAB IDE 
graphical user interface. For such applications the MPLAB PTI (Production Test 
Interface), also known as the MPLAB IDE Debug Tool API, provides the best solution.

OVERVIEW
A Microsoft® Windows® OS application interfaces with an MPLAB IDE debug tool 
through the MPLAB IDE Debug Tool API. It accesses the API by linking with the 
Windows DLL that supports the required tool. A different API DLL is provided for each 
MPLAB IDE debug tool, specifically:
• MPLAB REAL ICE™ in-circuit emulator
• MPLAB ICD 2 and 3 in-circuit debuggers
• MPLAB ICE 2000 and 4000 in-circuit emulators
• MPLAB SIM simulator
In addition to debug operation, the MPLAB REAL ICE in-circuit emulator and the 
MPLAB ICD 3 in-circuit debugger may be used for production programming. The 
MPLAB ICD 2 in-circuit debugger may not.
All APIs are essentially the same, in that they all have a set of generic functions. These 
functions will be described in API Functions, with the prefix DBT for debug functions 
and PGM for programming functions. Specific tools may provide additional functions; 
these functions will have a tool-specific tag as their prefix.

OPERATIONAL DETAIL
Before a debug tool can be used, its drivers must be installed and it must be physically 
connected to the PC. Installing MPLAB IDE preinstalls the drivers so that when the tool 
is connected, Windows OS can find and install the drivers.
Before a debug tool can be used with the library, it will have to be properly configured. 
Currently, Microchip's debug tools are configured by an INI file. The actual contents of 
this INI file depend upon the particular tool and can be quite cryptic. Although this file 
can be edited directly, the best way to configure the tool is to use MPLAB IDE. With 
MPLAB IDE, the tool can be loaded, configured and tested. Then, when the API DLL 
is loaded, it will use the INI file that was set up with MPLAB IDE.
If using MPLAB ICE 2000, it will be necessary to directly edit the MPIce2K.ini file to 
disable the reporting of error messages. Add the value SuppressMessages=1 to the 
[Display_Info] section. Please note that this will also suppress error reporting in 
MPLAB IDE. If using MPLAB ICD 2, a utility called ICDConfig.exe is available to 
perform the minimum configuration necessary to use this tool.
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As mentioned previously, the API provides streamlined, low-level programmatic access 
to an MPLAB IDE debug tool, such as an ICE or ICD. After the DLL is loaded by the 
application, the application needs to acquire a software “handle” to the tool in order to 
control it. This requires configuring the tool for a specific target device so that the tool 
will know proper code and data memory sizes, addresses and other such minutiae. 
Once a handle has been obtained, the application may perform a variety of operations 
with it, such as running the target, stepping it, setting breakpoints and reading and 
writing to target memory.
In a typical application, the debug tool will be used to execute a compiled program on 
a Microchip device in a circuit board. Therefore, after the debug tool has been initialized 
for the correct device and its handle has been acquired, the next step would be to load 
the device program into the debug tool. The load file function that is provided will read 
in a file in either Hex, COFF, or ELF format, download the program code contained in 
it to the debug tool and then program the target device with it. Once the device program 
is loaded into the target, it can be reset, run, stepped and halted with the respective 
functions. Usually, after the target has been halted, an application will want to check 
some memory or registers on the target; a read memory function is provided to perform 
this operation, as well as a write memory function to write back to the target. Another 
common operation is to check the current PC value, and an appropriate function is 
available to do this, too. Finally, when the application is done with the debug tool, the 
application will need to pass the tool’s handle to the uninitialize function.

API FUNCTIONS
A description of each function in the API follows. When using the various functions, it 
is crucial that the return codes be considered for robust operation. Since the library 
communicates with hardware devices, a communication error can occur during any 
operation. Furthermore, most debug tools will not allow access to the target while it is 
running; therefore, most API functions, other than Halt or Reset, should not be called 
until the target halts. Finally, note that certain functions, such as Run, can be configured 
to block further execution of the application until the function completes. The effects of 
this behavior upon the application's user interface will have to be carefully considered 
by the developer.
API Functions are:

DBTInitialize DBTReadMemory
DBTUninitialize DBTWriteMemory
DBTLoadFile DBTGetMemoryParameters
DBTRun DBTSetOnHaltCallback
DBTStep DBTGetSymbolAddress
DBTHalt MPSIMLoadStimulusFile
DBTReset MPSIMCloseStimulusFile
DBTGetPC PGMProgram
DBTSetPC PGMVerify
DBTSetBreakpoint PGMBlankCheck
DBTClearBreakpoint PGMErase
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DBTInitialize

SYNTAX

int DBTInitialize(LPCTSTR lpszDevice, DWORD dwFlags,
  void* pParameters, HTOOL* hTool)

PARAMETERS

lpszDevice

[in] Pointer to a NULL-terminated string containing the Microchip device name, e.g., 
PIC18F452.
dwFlags

[in] Currently two flags are used for the MPLAB ICE 4000. These are 
MPF_ABIDE_DBGEXEC and MPF_UPDATE_DBGEXEC.
There are two flags for the MPLAB REAL ICE in-circuit emulator and MPLAB ICD 3 
in-circuit debugger. These are MPF_DEBUGGER and MPF_PROGRAMMER.
pParameters

[in] Currently unused; must be NULL.
hTool

[out] Pointer to an HTOOL to contain the handle to the debug tool that may be used to 
call the other functions in the library.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

Call this function to initialize the MPLAB Hardware Tool library. This function creates 
and initializes all of the MPLAB COM objects that are necessary to use the hardware 
tool. When done with the tool, the handle must be passed to DBTUninitialize.
For the MPLAB ICE 4000, the MPF_ABIDE_DBGEXEC flag informs the API to run using 
an out- of-date debug executive. Typically, the DBTInitialize call will fail if the debug 
executive on the disk, either I4KDSCDE.bin or DE4K30B0.bin, is a newer version 
than the one currently programmed into the ICE firmware. Specifying this flag will 
indicate DBTInitialize to accept and use the older version. The 
MPF_UPDATE_DBGEXEC flag, on the other hand, will cause MPLAB ICE 4000 to 
program its firmware with the newer version of the debug exec.
For debug tools that can also program, use the MPF_DEBUGGER flag to use the debug 
tool as a debugger and the MPF_PROGRAMMER flag to use the debug tool as a 
programmer.

DBTUninitialize

SYNTAX

void DBTUninitialize(HTOOL hTool)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be uninitialized. 
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RETURN VALUES

None

REMARKS

All MPLAB IDE objects that were created to use the tool will be destroyed. The handle 
will no longer be usable after a call to DBTUninitialize; using it may cause an error.

DBTLoadFile

SYNTAX

int DBTLoadFile(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags, LPCTSTR lpszFileName

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags 

[in] Currently there is only one flag defined: MPF_NO_PROGRAM.
lpszFileName

[in] Pointer to a constant null-terminated string containing the full path and file name of 
the file to be loaded.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the return value will be negative. If the file was successfully loaded, 
then the function will return zero.

REMARKS

This function loads the program code from the file specified by lpszFileName into 
memory and automatically downloads the code to target memory. Hex, COFF and ELF 
formats are supported.
For the MPLAB ICD 2, MPLAB ICD 3 and MPLAB REAL ICE in-circuit emulator, this 
involves automatically programming the target with the loaded code, unless the 
MPF_NO_PROGRAM flag is used.

DBTRun

SYNTAX

int DBTRun(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags

[in] Flag bits to control the run operation. Currently, there is only one flag defined, 
MPF_NO_WAIT.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the return value will be negative. If the MPF_NO_WAIT flag was 
specified, and the run began successfully, then the return value will be zero. Otherwise, 
the return value will be one of the following:
• MPS_HALT – The target processor halted, usually due to an instruction
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• MPS_USER – The halt caused as a result of the DBTHalt function being called
• MPS_BREAK – The halt was caused by a breakpoint being executed
• MPS_WDT – The halt was caused by a Watchdog Timer time-out

REMARKS

Calling this function causes the debug tool to run the target processor. If the 
MPF_NO_WAIT flag is given for dwFlags, DBTRun returns immediately after starting 
the debug tool to run. However, this application requires that the calling process use a 
Windows OS message loop to translate and dispatch any Windows OS messages. 
This is necessary because the debug tools may use Windows OS timer messages that 
need to be processed in the main thread. The callback function that is specified in a call 
to DBTSetOnHaltCallback will then be called when the debug tool halts. If this flag is 
not specified, then this function will not return until the debug tool halts.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTStep

SYNTAX

int DBTStep(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags 

[in] Currently unused; must be 0. 

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

This function causes the debug tool to execute the next instruction, i.e. the instruction 
at the current value of the PC.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTHalt

SYNTAX

int DBTHalt(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used.
dwFlags

[in] Flag bits to control the halt operation. Currently, there is only one flag defined, 
MPF_NO_WAIT. 
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RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

Calling this function causes the debug tool to halt the target processor. If the 
MPF_NO_WAIT flag is given for dwFlags, DBTHalt returns immediately after issuing 
the halt command to the debug tool. The callback function that is specified in a call to 
DBTSetOnHaltCallback will then be called when the target processor actually halts. If 
this flag is not specified, then this function will not return until the target acknowledges 
halting.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTReset

SYNTAX

int DBTReset(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags

[in] Flag bits to control the reset. The currently defined flags are MPF_FULL and 
MPF_MCLR.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

This function performs a reset of the target processor. The behavior of the various types 
of resets is dependent upon the debug tool in use. Typically, if the MPF_FULL flag is 
specified, all registers will be set to their reset values. If the MPF_MCLR flag is specified, 
a master clear only reset will be performed.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTGetPC

SYNTAX

int DBTGetPC(HTOOL hTool, DWORD* dwPC)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwPC

[out] Pointer to a DWORD value to hold the current PC value.
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RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

This function retrieves the current value of the PC and returns it in dwPC. Currently, it 
should be called only when the target is halted.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTSetPC

SYNTAX

int DBTSetPC(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwPC)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used.
dwPC

[in] Address at which to set the target's PC.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

This function will change the target's PC value to the specified address. No instructions 
are executed, and no other registers are changed. This should be called only when the 
target is halted.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTSetBreakpoint

SYNTAX

int DBTSetBreakpoint(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwAddress)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwAddress

[in] DWORD value containing the address at which to set the breakpoint.

RETURN VALUES

If the breakpoint was set successfully, the return value will be zero. If an error occurred, 
the return value will be negative. The following error codes have special meaning for 
DBTSetBreakpoint:
• MPE_NO_BREAKS - There are no breakpoints available
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REMARKS

This function may fail if the debug tool has a limited number of breakpoints, and all of 
them are currently used. In this case, it will return MPE_NO_BREAKS.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTClearBreakpoint

SYNTAX

int DBTClearBreakpoint(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwAddress)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwAddress

[in] DWORD value containing the address at which to clear the breakpoint.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

This function clears a breakpoint set at the specified address. If there is no breakpoint 
at that address, it simply returns zero.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTReadMemory

SYNTAX

int DBTReadMemory(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags, DWORD dwAddress,
  DWORD dwSize, BYTE* pData, DWORD* pdwRead)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags

[in] Flags for controlling the read operation. Currently, the following flags are defined: 
MPF_DATA_MEMORY, MPF_CODE_MEMORY, MPF_EE_MEMORY, MPF_CONFIG_MEMORY, 
MPF_REFRESH_IMAGE, MPF_USER_ID_MEMORY, MPF_DEVICE_ID_MEMORY and 
MPF_BOOT_MEMORY (PIC32 MCUs).
dwAddress

[in] The target device address at which the read will begin.
dwSize

[in] The number of bytes to be read. 
pData

[out] Pointer to a buffer of BYTE to hold the data to be read. This buffer must be at least 
dwSize bytes large.
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pdwRead

[out] Pointer to a DWORD value that contains the number of bytes that were actually 
read. This parameter may be NULL if the number of bytes read is not needed.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

This function will read a number of bytes, starting at a specified target address, from 
the specified memory. The target address is a program memory word address.
If the MPF_REFRESH_IMAGE flag is specified, the internal image of memory will be 
refreshed first by uploading the requested addresses directly from the hardware 
device. This flag should be used judiciously, because there are serious performance 
ramifications resulting from the large data transfers.
If the function succeeds, it will specify the number of bytes that were actually read in 
pdwRead; this may be different from the number of bytes that were requested. If the 
pData buffer is not large enough to hold the requested number of bytes, an exception 
may be thrown.

DBTWriteMemory

SYNTAX

int DBTWriteMemory(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags, DWORD dwAddress,
  DWORD dwSize, BYTE* pData, DWORD* pdwWritten)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags

[in] Flags for controlling the write operation. Currently, the following flags are defined: 
MPF_DATA_MEMORY, MPF_CODE_MEMORY, MPF_EE_MEMORY, MPF_CONFIG_MEMORY, 
MPF_NO_PROGRAM, MPF_USER_ID_MEMORY, and MPF_BOOT_MEMORY (PIC32 MCUs)
dwAddress

[in] The target device address at which the write will begin.
dwSize

[in] The number of bytes to be written.
pData

[in] Pointer to a buffer of BYTE that holds the data to be written. This buffer must be at 
least dwSize bytes large.
pdwWritten

[out] Pointer to a DWORD value that contains the number of bytes that were actually 
written. This parameter may be NULL if the number of bytes written is not needed.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.
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REMARKS

This function will write a number of bytes, starting at a specified target address, to the 
specified memory. The target address is a program memory word address.
If the function succeeds, it will specify the number of bytes that were actually written in 
pdwWritten; this may be different from the number of bytes that were requested.
For the MPLAB ICD 2, MPLAB ICD 3 and MPLAB REAL ICE in-circuit emulator, writing 
to program memory will cause the tool to program the device, unless the 
MPF_NO_PROGRAM flag is used.

DBTGetMemoryParameters

SYNTAX

int DBTGetMemoryParameters(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags,
  DWORD* pdwBaseAddress, DWORD* pdwSize, BYTE* pbWordSize,
  BYTE* pbAddressIncrement)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used.
dwFlags

[in] Flags to specify for which memory to retrieve the parameters. Currently, the 
following flags are defined: MPF_DATA_MEMORY, MPF_CODE_MEMORY, 
MPF_EE_MEMORY, MPF_CONFIG_MEMORY, MPF_USER_ID_MEMORY and 
MPF_BOOT_MEMORY (PIC32 MCUs).
pdwBaseAddress

[out] The base address of the specified memory. This parameter may be NULL if it is 
not needed.
pdwSize

[out] The size, in bytes, of the specified memory. This parameter may be NULL if it is 
not needed.
pbWordSize

[out] The size of a word, in bytes, of the specified memory. This parameter may be 
NULL if it is not needed.
pbAddressIncrement

[out] The amount by which the addresses of successive program memory words 
increases. This will be different depending on the device; that is, for PIC16F devices 
the increment would be 1, for PIC18F devices the increment would be 2, etc.
This parameter may be NULL if it is not needed.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

This function retrieves the indicated memory information from the database. The 
memory for which the information is retrieved is specified with the dwFlags parameter
This function may be unnecessary if you already know the start address for the memory 
and its addressing scheme from a data sheet.
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DBTSetOnHaltCallback

SYNTAX

int DBTSetOnHaltCallback(HTOOL hTool, int (*pCallback)(HTOOL, DWORD))

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used.
pCallback

[in] Pointer to the callback function.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.

REMARKS

Call this function to pass to the library a callback function to be called when the target 
halts. This callback will be called when the MPF_NO_WAIT flag is specified to a DBTRun 
or DBTHalt call. The callback function takes two parameters, an HTOOL that identifies 
the tool that is making the callback, and a DWORD, which is tool-specific parameter. The 
callback function should return zero if it succeeded, or a negative value if some sort of 
error occurred. What happens if an error occurs depends upon the debug tool that is 
being used. Note that as mentioned in the description of DBTRun, when using the halt 
callback, the application is required to process Windows OS messages.
For debug tools that can also program, DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_DEBUGGER flag or this function will fail.

DBTGetSymbolAddress

SYNTAX

int DBTGetSymbolAddress(HTOOL hTool, LPCTSTR lpszSymbol, DWORD dwPC,
  DWORD* pdwAddress)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used.
lpszSymbol

[in] A string containing the symbol name to resolve. Symbol names are case sensitive.
dwPC

[in] The PC value at which to resolve the scope of the symbol.
pdwAddress

[out] Pointer to a DWORD value to hold the symbol address.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the function returns a negative value. If the function succeeds, it 
will return zero.
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REMARKS

This function takes the name of a symbol and determines its address, based upon the 
passed in PC value. A PC value of zero can be used to find global symbols. If the 
symbol was not found, MPE_INVALID_SYMBOL is returned in pdwAddress. In order 
for this function to work, debugging symbols must have been loaded with the COFF or 
ELF file format.

MPSIMLoadStimulusFile

SYNTAX

int MPSIMLoadStimulusFile(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags, 
  LPCTSTR lpszFileName)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags

[in] Currently unused; must be 0. 
lpszFileName

[in] Pointer to a constant null-terminated string containing the full path and file name of 
the file to be loaded.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the return value will be negative. If the file was successfully loaded, 
then the function will return zero.

REMARKS

This function loads a stimulus control language file (.SCL) and attaches it to the 
simulator to direct stimulus input, the simulation of hardware signals. The SCL file can 
instruct the simulator to inject data into or collect data from the simulation. The simplest 
method to create a SCL file is to use the simulator in MPLAB IDE. Documentation of 
the stimulus language can be found on the Web at: 
http://forum.microchip.com/tm.aspx?m=111255.

MPSIMCloseStimulusFile

SYNTAX

int MPSIMCloseStimulusFile(HTOOL hTool)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the return value will be negative. If the file was successfully closed, 
then the function will return zero.

REMARKS

This function closes the stimulus control language file that was opened by the 
MPSIMLoadStimulusFile function and is currently in use by the simulator.
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PGMProgram

SYNTAX

int PGMProgram(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags, DWORD dwPgmMemStart,
  DWORD dwPgmMemEnd)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags 

[in] Flags to control the programming operation and which memories are programmed. 
These may be either MPF_AUTO_PROGRAM, or any combination of 
MPF_CODE_MEMORY, MPF_EE_MEMORY, MPF_CONFIG_MEMORY, 
MPF_USER_ID_MEMORY, MPF_BOOT_MEMORY (PIC32 MCUs), and MPF_ERASE.
dwPgmMemStart

[in] The program memory (code) address at which to start programming.
dwPgmMemEnd

[in] The program memory (code) address at which to end programming.

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the return value will be negative. If the programming operation 
succeeded, then the function will return zero.

REMARKS

This function programs the target device with the contents of the memory image, 
usually from a DBTLoadFile. DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_PROGRAMMER flag or this function will fail. To have the programmer choose which 
memories to program and the code memory start and end addresses, pass the 
MPF_AUTO_PROGRAM value to dwFlags. In this case, the dwPgmMemStart and 
dwPgmMemEnd parameters will be ignored. To program only specific memories, pass 
the appropriate flags, OR'd together, to dwFlags, and pass appropriate values to 
dwPgmMemStart and dwPgmMemEnd. Note that dwPgmMemStart and dwPgmMemEnd 
must be whole pages and aligned on page boundaries. The MPF_ERASE flag may also 
be specified to instruct the programmer to erase the target's memory before 
programming.

PGMVerify

SYNTAX

int PGMVerify(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags 

[in] Currently unused; must be 0. 

RETURN VALUES

If the target memory image is identical to the image that was last sent by the 
programmer, S_TRUE is returned. Otherwise, S_FALSE is returned.
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REMARKS

This function verifies that the image in the target device's memory matches what was 
last sent by the programmer. DBTInitialize must have been called with the 
MPF_PROGRAMMER flag or this function will fail.

PGMBlankCheck

SYNTAX

int PGMBlankCheck(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags 

[in] Currently unused; must be 0. 

RETURN VALUES

If the target memory is blank, S_TRUE is returned. Otherwise, S_FALSE is returned.

REMARKS

DBTInitialize must have been called with the MPF_PROGRAMMER flag or this function will 
fail.

PGMErase

SYNTAX

int PGMErase(HTOOL hTool, DWORD dwFlags)

PARAMETERS

hTool

[in] Handle to the hardware tool to be used. 
dwFlags 

[in] Currently unused; must be 0. 

RETURN VALUES

If an error occurred, the return value will be negative. If the target was successfully 
erased, then the function will return zero.

REMARKS

DBTInitialize must have been called with the MPF_PROGRAMMER flag or this function will 
fail.
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Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:
• Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.

• Microchip believes that its family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the market today, when used in the 
intended manner and under normal conditions.

• There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of these methods, to our 
knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip’s Data 
Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is engaged in theft of intellectual property.

• Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code.

• Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their code. Code protection does not 
mean that we are guaranteeing the product as “unbreakable.”

Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of our
products. Attempts to break Microchip’s code protection feature may be a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. If such acts
allow unauthorized access to your software or other copyrighted work, you may have a right to sue for relief under that Act.
Information contained in this publication regarding device
applications and the like is provided only for your convenience
and may be superseded by updates. It is your responsibility to
ensure that your application meets with your specifications.
MICROCHIP MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WHETHER EXPRESS OR
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